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Redeeming 2020

by Jon

So there I was. A few days ago I was at church and someone asked
me what I do with my time when ITEC isn’t traveling. I’m not known for
being short on words, but I had to think about how to respond to this
question. I came up with what I thought at the time was a satisfactory
answer. I told him about one of my secondary roles of overseeing the
maintenance of the ITEC homes. I explained to him that the
“downtime” of COVID-19 allowed me to complete some of the larger
house projects that had been on hold. We all have the normal,
mundane activities of life we must tend to. However, are these home
maintenance accomplishments all I want to have to show for the 2020
“downtime?”
This year has forced us to re-evaluate much of what we are doing and
to ask the “why” questions. A.B. Simpson (founder of the Christian &
Missionary Alliance denomination) has some thoughts about motive in
his devotional called 31 Kings: “It is not only what we say and do, but
why. God sees the very thought and purpose, and He judges the act
by its intent. The Pharisees were virtuous, but their virtue was a selfish
cloak, intended for display, and therefore worthless. It was simply an
advertisement, and its motive destroyed its value.”

aware of the benefits of training indigenous Christ followers. We have
been encouraged by the stories of our partners continuing to use their
skills for ministry while we and other short-term teams are unable to be
there with them.
This year, we had the opportunity to partner with a church from
Georgia to share knowledge about mechanical and medical training,
and we have another church coming soon to explore a similar
partnership. Our medical team had an open door to equip medical
trainers through Zoom in South America, and hold a virtual COVID
training with students in East Africa. The Lord also provided an
opportunity to do virtual film training with a ministry in Central Africa.
Opportunities are always around us. Lord-willing, we have been faithful
with this season that God has sovereignly brought upon us. Similar to
the “Parable of the Talents” in Matthew 25, we don’t want to have
“buried” 2020 in the ground. Our Master expects that we are faithful
stewards of what He has entrusted to us.

While the “why” is most important, the “what” is cannot be discredited.
Several of us at ITEC have been reading What’s Best Next by Matt
Perman. On the back cover, he states, “Productivity isn’t just about
getting more things done. It’s about getting the right things done—
things that count, make a difference, and move the world forward.”
As you may know, COVID-19 caused international travel to come to a
halt. Once March hit, our team was grounded from traveling. Much of
what ITEC does centers around training which also requires traveling.
But what do we do when we can’t travel? There is normally the
buildup for a trip, the trip itself, and then the reset period that follows.
The busyness of the normal training routine has stopped.
So what is ITEC doing with 2020? You might have noticed last fall we
changed our logo to include “Develop, Train, Equip.” At ITEC, Equip is
examining how we can equip others to engage in the mission of
equipping indigenous Christ followers for meaningful participation in the
Great Commission. Often times, short-term mission trips are focused
on going and doing. This has the potential to sideline the indigenous
church, overlooking local strengths and resources, which limits national
participation. The slowdown in 2020 has challenged us to consider
how we can support more churches in re-evaluating their mission
strategy. The halt to international travel has certainly made us more

Mechanical trainer training with the church from Georgia.

We anticipate that we will start traveling and training again starting in
early 2021. But we have seen that our small team’s ability to travel and
train has its limitations. What if we could multiply ourselves? What if
rather than ITEC becoming bigger and bigger and doing more and
more training trips, we equipped other churches and ministries to their
own training trips?
Regardless of whether we are developing, training, or equipping, we
need to be about the bigger overall goal of encouraging Great
Commission participation. All of us have a part to play in the Great
Commission. May we all look back upon this time and see the hand of
God leading and guiding us into new directions that we may not have
seen had this pandemic not come upon us.

A Mission Pastor’s Journey
Bruce LaPointe is the Pastor for Global
Disciple Making at First Baptist Church in
Ocala. He is joined by Jim and Jon from
the ITEC team in a discussion about
mission involvement in the latest Mission
Minded podcast.
Bruce shares candidly about his journey
from growing up in Louisiana to the
international mission field. He also shares
about the value of Perspectives classes,
and the role they play in inspiring Great
Commission participation.

Visit www.bit.ly/missionpastor or scan the code with your phone.

Airplanes Being Built in Ecuador
The past few months have been
very busy for the team working on
the RV-10 Project. This project is a
Business as Mission strategy to help
provide income for ITEC Ecuador,
funding their operation and ministry
in Ecuador.
A Van’s RV-10 is a high performance
aircraft which is purchased as a kit.
ITEC Ecuador offers the service of
assisting with building and shipping
to the US. This has been an
ongoing partnership with ITEC USA
and the team has recently finished
two RV-10 aircraft that were built by
ITEC Ecuador.
Zach and Troy had the privilege of
visiting ITEC Ecuador in early
October where they worked on
several projects relating to the
RV-10 and building relationships
with the growing ITEC Ecuador staff.
Zach and Galo in the Cessna 182.
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Troy helps put in rivets on a future RV-10.
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ITEC can only achieve its goals of helping those in the hardest to reach areas through the generosity of individuals like you.
All gifts are tax deductible, and can be sent to the address above. To give online, please visit our website at itecusa.org. Thank you!

